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Why delaying for the matter of monitoring your health, Ford is going to develop the health-caring concept 
in their cars. The car manufacturing giants Ford have made a plan to place the device that will monitor 
your health. It includes many different health monitoring options, now you don’t have to rush anywhere for 
this purpose. Ford has proven that they are very much health conscious for their consumers. 
 
Ford cars are now installed with the high-tech device that will measure many different health controlling 
ways like checking the blood pressure is one of the most common of them. Furthermore, you can set up 
the profile in this monitoring device. In the process of creating the profile, the machine will ask you for 
your age, height, weight and such related questions and moreover it will also ask you for whether you are 
suffering from any permanent problem like blood pressure, diabetics, glucose and some others. 
 
After creating the profile, the health monitor console will daily alert you for feeding the updates and 
provide you the warning whether it’s the time to consult the doctor on urgent basis or not. Further, it will 
provide you the final health statistics showing whether you have improved your health or it’s going 
towards the danger end or it’s same throughout. 
 
This device can monitor the diabetic level, blood pressure, asthma and hypoglycemia, Ford has also 
planned to add some more features in the upcoming car models, they named this health monitoring 
console as SYNC infotainment system which further includes some more options too for the purpose of 
entertainment. Detroit free press has reported in regard of this health-care SYNC that Ford manager of 
vehicle design has announced to make some more increments in the SYNC infotainment system in one 
or two years. 
 
For the purpose of making this new invention of Health-care system, Ford has make joint efforts with 
some prominent experts in this medical and technological fields like Meditronics, SDI health and WellDoc. 
Ford is now expecting more new innovations regarding it. 
 
Ford has now planned to assemble this new SYNC health care console in the existing cars that have 
been manufactured in 2011 to onwards. This new technology would seem to be most useful tool for every 
consumer of Ford.  
 
Ford is the first to introduce this helpful tool however it seems to be a little weird that why it is not done 
earlier and why any other car manufacturer which are considered to be the most luxurious or stylish have 
performed this simple step. Even this tool is present in the tread mills and other simple machine so why it 
is not present in such high-tech machines that are consider to have everything placed in it. 
 
Anyhow, the Ford solely can proudly say this that they are the only one who are much more health 
conscious for their consumers who make strengthen the name of the Ford. Other car manufacturers 
should think what Ford has given importance to their consumer, they should also opt it 


